
Who  Rules? Name:

Enter  the different  forms  of government  in the left hand column.  Then complete  the following  chart  by

placing  a plus (+)  under  features  that  each form  of government  exhibits.  Place a minus  (-) under  each

feature  not exhibited  by each fomi  of  government.  Use a question  mark  (?) if you're  not  sure.
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Autocracy Democracy

Rule by few

Rule by one

Rule by representatives

Rule by none

Controlled  by citizens

Ruled  by god  or higher

power

Power  usually  inherited

Holds  elections  for

leaders

Constitutional

government

People  have  a say
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Who  Rules?

Informal  Assessment:  A or B?
Directions:  Read each statement  aloud,  or project  and uncover  each statement  individually.  Have the
class answer  "A"  or "B"  as a chorus.  Listen  for  a mix of  answers,  indicating  confusion.  Use each question
as a chance  to quickly  review  concepts  before  moving  on.

A B

1. One person  is in charge. Autocracy Democracy

2, Citizens  often  have  no rights. Democracy Dictatorship

3. Can exist  with  other  forms  of

government
Dictatorship Theocracy

4. Led by a king  or queen Monarchy Oligarchy

5. Nobody  is in charge Monarchy Anarchy

6, Those  in charge  are military  members

who  took  over  by force
Junta Democracy

7. Leader  often  shares  power  with  other

parts  of government
Monarchy Dictatorship

8, Democracy  where  citizens  elect  others

to serve  in government
Direct Representative

9. Citizens  vote  to elect  their  leaders. Democracy Autocracy

10. A small  group  rules  the  country Oligarchy Democracy

11,  People  do not  answer  to any  leader

or government
Oligarchy Anarchy

12. God and religious  law are the

government's  authority
Theocracy Anarchy

13.  The  group  with  power  can be based

on race or social  class
Monarchy Oligarchy

14. Democracy  where  citizens  participate

in lawmaking  themselves
Direct  Representative
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